
New York Black Car Fund

c/o StoneEagle

111 Spring Valley

Richardson, TX 00000

John Doe

111 Chicken Creek Dr

Addison, TX 00000

How to Process Your Advice of Payment

The document you are holding is a payment for services provided. The image below is a virtual payment, or virtual card, sent on

behalf of New York Black Car Operators' Injury Compensation Fund, Inc., who has partnered with InsurCard and VPay® to provide

a faster, more efficient way to reimburse your business for services rendered. The card can be processed through your merchant

terminal as a standard credit card transaction. NO ENROLLMENT REQUIRED.

Note: In accordance with your MasterCard agreement, a virtual card is a legal and recognized form of payment for

claims administration. Rejection of the virtual card could be a violation of your merchant agreement and result in

non-payment.

 0000-0000-0000-0000 
4567  VALID 

 THRU  03/13 
 New York Black Car Fund 

Client Payment #: 12345

SE Transaction ID: 1234567890

Date: 03/07/2013

Amount: $1200.56

To Process Your Payment:
1. Type the 16-digit number (located on the virtual card above) into your merchant terminal.
2. Enter the amount (located above) when prompted by the terminal.
3. Enter the CV2 code (located on the virtual card above) if required.
4. No PIN is required.
5. If the terminal prompts for a Zip Code, please enter "75081".
6. If there are any problems with the receipt of this payment, please call our Customer Service Center at

1-877-744-7352. Please have your Client Payment # (located above) available for reference.
7. If you have questions regarding your claim or benefit plan, please contact New York Black Car Fund at

1-888-469-2524.

 Legal Disclaimer: Any attempt to replicate, reuse, or exceed the dollar amount is considered fraudulent use of the virtual card and is prosecutable by law. 

IMPORTANT HIPAA NOTICE - The information contained in this communication contains data considered Protected Health Information under the Health Insurance

Portability and Accountability Act of 1996 (HIPAA) and is transmitted subject to HIPAA privacy rules and subsequent penalties for improper use. If the information

contained in this communication does not pertain to a current patient of this facility, please (1) notify VPay immediately at (877) 399-5917 and provide the

SE Transaction ID shown above; and (2) destroy this communication and all attached information.


